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Abstract: The main features of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) that can propagate in a metamaterial–
magnetic plasma structure are studied from theoretical perspectives. Both the conventional and
imaginary parts of the dispersion relation of SPPs are demonstrated considering transverse magnetic
(TM) polarization. We examine and discuss the influence of the external magnetic field. The results
demonstrate that this factor dramatically alters the nature of SPPs. It is concluded that the positions
and propagation lengths of SPPs can be engineered. Moreover, we present an approach allowing
for an absorption enhancement that is a pivotal factor in antenna design. A unified insight into the
practical methods aiming to attain hyperbolic dispersion by means of nanostructured and nanowire
metamaterials is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
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Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are treated as the electromagnetic excitations occurring at the boundary separating two different substances. It is worthwhile mentioning that
the real part of the dielectric function changes the signs on the interface. A conventional
boundary separating a conducting and a dielectric medium was considered in [1]. Recently,
astonishing advancement has been obtained in the field of SPPs. In particular, many investigations implying SPPs in metamaterials and photonic crystals have been conducted
because of the latter’s ability to dramatically tune SPPs’ features [2].
Metamaterial research has attracted the attention of optical engineers and material
scientists due to the variety of possible applications such as imaging [3], cloaking [4],
sensing [5], waveguiding [6], and simulating space–time phenomena [7]. Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) are named because of the topology of the isofrequency surface. The
linear dispersion and isotropic performance of propagating plasmons cause a spherical
isofrequency surface. The exotic behavior of modes possessing large-magnitude wavevectors is considered as the most fascinating feature of such substrate. In vacuum, such large
wavevector waves are evanescent with exponential decay.
The tunable properties of plasmas offering some peculiar advantages paved the way
for the increasing interest in plasma photonic crystals and plasma composites. Plasmas
possess major advantages in comparison with other conventional materials. Doing so, one
may use the applied power supply for producing plasmas and adjusting the gas pressure or
temperature of plasmas, aiming to engineer the dynamic shift in permittivity and calibrate
the amplitude on the complex plane.
Herein, we consider an interface of a hyperbolic metamaterial and magnetic plasma,
aiming to give rise to tunable properties including absorption enhancement. To attain
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Herein, we consider an interface of a hyperbolic metamaterial and magnetic plasma,
aiming to give rise to tunable properties including absorption enhancement. To attain the
mentioned goal, we consider two different types of hyperbolic metamaterials, i.e.,
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Figure 1. Engineering hyperbolic metamaterials. (a) Nanostructured metamaterial comprising oscillating metallic and dielectric layers resulting in a metal–dielectric nanostructure. (b) Nanowire
metamaterial composed of metallic nanorods implanted in a dielectric material. (c) Enlarged view
of the nanowire metamaterial unit cell. In both (a,b), the constituent components are subwavelength, permitting application of effective medium theory. Herein, d is the diameter of nanowires.
(d) Structure under consideration with the SPPs propagating along the z axis.
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The dielectric function of magnetic plasma is a permittivity tensor and is presented
as follows:


ε 1 0 −iα
εp =  0 γ
(1)
0 ,
iα 0 ε 1
where ε1 , γ, and α are the dielectric components perpendicular and parallel to the magnetization, and the magneto-optical component, respectively. Moreover, the magnetized
plasma is expressed by the effective dielectric function as follows: ε v =
ε1 = 1 −

ω 2p (ω +iv)
ω [(ω +iv)2 −ωc2 ]

,α=

ω 2p ωc
ω [(ω +iv)2 −ωc2 ]

ε21 −α2
ε1 ,

where

, where v is the collision frequency in plasma, ω p

is the bulk plasma frequency, and ωc = eB0 /m is the cyclotron frequency [12]. Herein, B0
is the amplitude of the external magnetic field, e is the absolute charge of the electron, and
me is the mass of the electron.
One may obtain a dispersion expression for the surface plasmons propagating at the
boundary between two anisotropic media. It is worthwhile obtaining a single surface mode
with the propagation constant [13] by calculating the tangential components of the electric
and magnetic fields at the interface:

1/2
ε || − ε v ε ⊥ ε v
 ,
β = k
ε ⊥ ε || − ε2v


(2)

where β is the propagation constant, k is the wave number in vacuum, and ε || , ε ⊥ are
the frequency-dependent permittivities of the metamaterial, being a highly anisotropic
medium, in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the wave propagation. It is
important that the result (2) is valid only under the condition of surface confinement,
which can be presented in the following form:
(


k2x,I =  k2 − β2 /ε v ε v < 0
k2x,I I = k2 − β2 /ε I||I ε I⊥I < 0

(3)

Following the effective medium approximation approach, one may calculate the
effective permittivities of the nanowire metamaterial as follows:

ε⊥ = εd

ε m (1 + ρ ) + ε d (1 − ρ )
ε m (1 − ρ ) + ε d (1 + ρ )



ε || = ε m ρ + ε d (1 − ρ)

(4)
(5)

Here, ρ is the metal filling fraction ratio which is calculated as
ρ=

nanowire area
unit cell area

(6)

3. Results and Discussion
Herein, we analytically investigate SPPs excited by a slit waveguide structure. The
waveguide is formed by two semi-infinite plasma layers and a thin background dielectric
layer, in which one plasma layer is in the presence of the external magnetic field and the
other plasma layer is in the absence of a magnetic field. Two magnetic-optical effects are
presented, the Faraday effect, and the Voigt effect if the plasma is involved with the external
magnetic field. However, in this analysis, only the Voigt effect is taken into consideration.
The plasma cannot be magnetized or influenced by the applied magnetic field under the
transverse magnetic polarization case. Herein, we present a theoretical study by employing
Equation (2) and consider the main characteristics of the SPPs. Equation (2) was solved with
respect to β, aiming to obtain the results. The impact of the applied magnetic field, collision
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We will further examine this case by engineering dielectric properties of the host
media of the nanowire metamaterial along with the metamaterial geometry. Figure 4 is
plotted aiming to take into account the impact of the permittivity of the host material when
the collision is considered for the plasma. One can conclude that the rise in the dielectric
constant will result in the shift in the propagating plasmons to the lower-frequency range.
The former phenomenon can be described by the variational principle [14]. In other
words, an increase in the dielectric constant ends with the shift in the modes to the lowerfrequency range. It should be mentioned that for the instance of planar nanostructured
hyperbolic metamaterials, one should expect the absorption enhancement to be a negligible
effect because of the lack of any localized plasmons resulting in the field hotspots [15].
Additionally, the high k-modes cannot be excited by free space illumination and cannot
have an impact on the absorption. As it is seen in Figure 4b, the presence of the magnetic
plasma significantly enhances the absorption.
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Lastly, we introduce the numerical results of the effect of the geometry of the nanowires
on the properties of SPPs, as shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that geometrical changes
do not have a dramatic impact on the dispersion curves.
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Figure 4. Dependences of the real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the propagation constant versus frequency for the instance
of the nanowire composite interface, if ωc/ωp = 1, d = 30 nm, S = 70 nm.
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